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Would you like to share your passion for taste with us?
We look forward to hearing from you: 

01206 250200.

Verstegen Spices and Sauces UK Ltd. Plough Road, Great Bentley, Essex, CO7 8LA, United Kingdom, 
Telephone: +44 (0) 1206 250200, E-mail: info@verstegen.co.uk, www.verstegen.eu



your passion for taste
Inspired by 

‘Chef’ is not like any other job title. You need to earn it by looking to create 

the best dishes, using the most authentic flavours possible. 

We share your passion for flavour. That is why we always work closely with 

you as our starting point. Every flavour, ingredient, and dish is created 

through your ideas. We work to help realise that. 

Our goal is to help you achieve the vision you have for your food. We do  

this by supplying the very best quality ingredients, by delivering the latest 

flavour trends and innovations, and by providing close product support 

and advice. You can see the work that goes in to developing and sourcing 

our ingredients, but we also pride ourselves in the work we do with our 

customers. We like to share ideas and help develop new innovations in 

all forms of cooking.

Driven by this approach, we strive to give you the ingredients to create 

the best dishes possible. Inspired by your passion for taste.

The Verstegen Foodservice Team
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Quality
there’s no  
such thing as  
too much  

Service
down to  
the smallest  
detail   

The level of service we aim for is the level of service 

we expect of others. With this approach, we think we 

approach customer service differently. Our experts are 

always ready to offer support and ideas to develop your 

concepts and build new products.

For us, there is only one level: the best. When it  

comes to quality, no concessions or compromises  

are allowed. Quality starts at the origin and is  

maintained all the way through to the processing: 

from the best possible raw ingredients, all the 

way through to the best end products. With this 

philosophy, we can we can supply you with the 

very best ingredients for the best flavours, this 

way we can help realise your ideas.
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The food sector is constantly evolving, but so 

are we. This has kept us at the forefront of food 

trends since the company was founded, back 

in 1886. That’s over 130 years of anticipation, 

creation and inspiration. This is all tied together 

by making sure we consistently offer the best  

quality ingredients that begin back at the source.  

It has made Verstegen what it is today: an active  

member in every food sector. Be that, retail, fresh 

distribution, food service, and industry. Based on  

partnerships and trust, we work closely with our  

associates on new trends, demands and products. 

Food safety, sustainability and corporate social 

responsibility are therefore at the heart of 

everything we do. This is what Verstegen is all 

about, and what Verstegen can mean to you.

The colours of Verstegen

Green, red and white. The colours of our logo 

represent our daily thoughts and actions. Green 

is the colour of the plants that give us our herbs 

and spices. It stands for the environment which 

we respect and depend on. Red is the colour of 

strength and passion, of committed people who 

work their hardest for their customers; and of 

a company whose passion for food leads to new 

trends and innovations. White is the colour of 

clarity and honesty. This is how we base our 

approach to the environment, and to how we 

work with other people.

Service
down to  
the smallest  
detail   

Innovation
a source of 
inspiration

We’re always looking to innovate. This is so 

important when in an industry that’s so sensitive 

to trends, where something new is expected over 

and over again. That’s why we develop distinctive  

and concepts and products that always aim to 

be one step ahead of trends. We do this in our 

own Research & Development department, 

whilst also offering sessions in our test kitchens 

with our own team and with other leading chefs.
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“Delivering sustainable  
quality whilst respecting  
local traditions.”
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Nutmeg

Marjoram

The message of our 
Pure label
The Pure label helps you create 

incredible flavours in your food, whilst 

also knowing what’s included in the 

ingredients. If you see the Pure logo 

on any of our products, they’ll contain 

none of the 14 declarable allergens,  

no MSG or phosphates, as well as no  

artificial colours of flavours. The Pure 

label can be found across all our 

product range, from single herbs and 

spices, to Spice Oils, to readymade 

sauces. If you see the Pure logo, you 

know what to declare.

When developing our products,  

we always strive to use the purest 

ingredients and blends possible.  

This creates the authentic flavours 

that you’d expect. But sometimes, 

using one of the declarable allergens 

is unavoidable. After all, what would 

Oriental Sesame Sauce be without 

sesame seeds?

The Pure label helps keep all users 

informed, from the chef, to the 

customers. With new legislation 

on food labelling, Verstegen can  

help you keep your cooking as  

clean as possible.

CSR & Verstegen
As a part of Verstegen’s commitment 

to sustainability, we take part in projects  

that aid and support local farmers as 

they grow their herbs and spices.  

Local farmers like Abdul Rajab Asawala 

from Indonesia. He grows nutmeg on 

his land near the village of Hila. A true 

professional, Abdul tends to some  

140 nutmeg trees. He grows and 

harvests his nutmeg with great care  

and then sells into the nutmeg company 

within his village. Verstegen is one of 

the company’s most loyal customers. 

In this way, we always look to increase 

opportunities for farmers like Abdul.
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Peanuts
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Milk (incl. lactose)

Nuts

Celery

Mustard

Sesame seeds

Sulphur dioxide and sulphite

Lupin

Molluscs
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“Because we want  
to help you make  
your ideas a reality.”

Nutmeg and mace

Content
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Nutmeg and mace

Verstegen takes you on a journey 
through a delicious range of ingredients
By dividing our products into five groups, we make it easier to find the flavour  

you’re looking for.

Herbs & Spices
Herbs and spices straight from origin,  
ground in-house by Verstegen.
•  Single herbs and spices

Pepper
The most flavourful peppers,  
picked from the perfect location. 
• High-quality peppercorns

Salt
Amazing assortment of salts  
and salt alternatives
• Premium salts

Taste the World
Discover the flavours of the world, straight  
from local cuisines and categorised by region.
• World spice mixes
• Spice oils and marinades
• Sauces

Application
Speciality products, used by experts  
in cooking for generations
• Spice mixes • Sauces
•  Spice oils • Functional ingredients 

and marinades

Also by Verstegen:

Kumar’s
Curries, bumbus and wokpaste

Ordering
How to order our products?
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Herbs and spices are what give dishes their unique,  

delicious taste and smell. Herbs and spices owe their  

flavours and aromas to the volatile oils they contain,  

which in turn are dependent on the soil and climate in  

which they grow. What is the big difference between  

herbs and spices and how can we do justice to them?

Herbs & Spices

“Herbs and spices straight 
from origin, ground in-house 
by Verstegen.”

Oregano
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Herbs Spices

Using herbs
In order to get herbs to really give their flavour, you must 

choose the right moment to add them to your dish, and 

that in turn depends on the type of herb being used. 

Herbs with hard leaves such as thyme, bay, sage and 

rosemary need time and heat to release their flavour. 

For this reason, it is best to add them at the start of 

the cooking process. Herbs with soft leaves, such as 

parsley, chives, coriander, tarragon, dill and basil 

release their flavour quickly and are usually added at 

the end of the cooking process, or just before serving.

The benefits of freeze-drying
Naturally, the wonderful flavour and aroma of fresh 

herbs must be preserved for as long as possible.  

One of the ways to achieve this is by freeze-drying, which 

involves drying herbs at low temperatures so that 

the volatile oils, colour, structure and flavour are far 

better preserved. As such, freeze-dried herbs are often 

stronger in flavour than fresh, which means you need 

to use less of them. When freeze-dried herbs come 

back into contact with moisture, they simply revert to 

their fresh characteristics.

Using spices
The use of spices is dependent on the type of spice you  

are using in your dish. The best flavour from whole spices  

is obtained by grinding or crushing the spices shortly 

before use. Whole spices are also sometimes fried in oil.  

This can be at the start of a recipe, before adding the 

other ingredients or purely to flavour the oil. Some spices, 

such as saffron, are first soaked in a hot liquid before 

use. This releases the flavour and aroma to best effect. 

The grinding process
Verstegen grinds the herbs and spices in its factory in 

Rotterdam. During the grinding process, ethereal oils are  

released – in other words, the flavour. When you have 

everything ground in the country of origin, you can never 

be certain whether the process is being done properly. 

What’s more, the ethereal oils are sensitive to the effects  

of heat and shipping. Grinding is an expert technique that 

Verstegen prefers to keep in-house. By doing all of the 

grinding ourselves, we can guarantee a consistently high 

quality. That’s the advantage of 130 years’ experience: 

after all that time, we know exactly what it takes to 

achieve the very best flavours and aromas.

The difference between herbs and spices
Herbs and spices are often mentioned in the same breath when it comes to adding flavour to dishes. Nevertheless, 

they are not the same thing. The most important difference is that herbs are often green, soft plants, or parts of plants,  

obtained primarily from Mediterranean countries. Spices are the harder parts of plants and trees, such as roots, seeds, 

stalks and bark. These plants and trees are primarily found in countries with tropical or subtropical climates.

Nutmeg

Cinnamon

Parsley

Chive rings
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Cloves

Herbs
Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens
062674 Basil whole PET jar large  155 g
077781 Basil whole freeze dried PET jar small  27 g
077774 Basil whole freeze dried PET jar large  45 g
083574 Bay leaves ground PET jar large  400 g
083682 Bay leaves whole PET jar small  15 g
083674 Bay leaves whole PET jar large  35 g
080374 Celery leaf whole freeze dried PET jar large  55 g
079274 Chervil whole PET jar large  100 g
063874 Chervil whole freeze dried PET jar large  55 g
063074 Chive rings PET jar large  60 g
063281 Chive rings freeze dried PET jar small  20 g
063274 Chive rings freeze dried PET jar large  35 g
963281 Chives organic PET jar small  80 g
069874 Dill tops PET jar large  140 g
063381 Dill tops freeze dried PET jar small  35 g
063374 Dill tops freeze dried PET jar large  77 g
060974 Green mint freeze dried PET jar large  50 g
574381 Huacatay PET jar small  80 g
084274 Lovage whole PET jar large  130 g
085274 Marjoram whole PET jar large  90 g
061074 Marjoram whole freeze dried PET jar large  55 g
090574 Oregano ground PET jar large  280 g
090681 Oregano whole PET jar small  60 g
090674 Oregano whole PET jar large  120 g
061181 Oregano whole freeze dried PET jar small  35 g
061174 Oregano whole freeze dried PET jar large  60 g
937381 Oregano whole organic PET jar small  60 g
094674 Parsley cut PET jar large  90 g
063174 Parsley cut freeze dried PET jar large  45 g
096674 Rosemary whole PET jar large  200 g
064374 Rosemary whole freeze dried PET jar large  125 g
064074 Sage whole freeze dried PET jar large  55 g
064274 Savory whole PET jar large  220 g
063574 Savory whole freeze dried PET jar large  50 g
071274 Tarragon whole PET jar large  85 g
063781 Tarragon whole freeze dried PET jar small  40 g
063774 Tarragon whole freeze dried PET jar large  60 g
100574 Thyme ground PET jar large  350 g
100674 Thyme whole PET jar large  170 g
063474 Thyme whole freeze dried PET jar large  65 g
936981 Thyme whole organic PET jar small  120 g

Herbs & Spices
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Caraway seed

Spices
Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens
095174 Allspice ground PET jar large  400 g
095274 Allspice whole PET jar large  380 g
060674 Aniseed whole PET jar large  385 g
077674 Caraway seed whole PET jar large  475 g
065574 Cardamom ground PET jar large  450 g
065674 Cardamom whole PET jar large  340 g
066581 Chilli ground PET jar small  260 g
066574 Chilli ground PET jar large  450 g
826681 Chilli rings PET jar small  55 g
066674 Chilli whole PET jar large  95 g
077181 Cinnamon ground PET jar small  265 g
077174 Cinnamon ground PET jar large  490 g
972981 Cinnamon organic PET jar small  210 g
077274 Cinnamon whole PET jar large  150 g
070074 Cloves ground PET jar large  475 g
082274 Cloves whole PET jar large  365 g
067581 Coriander ground PET jar small  230 g
067574 Coriander ground PET jar large  425 g
067674 Coriander whole PET jar large  335 g
081574 Cumin seeds ground PET jar large  460 g
081674 Cumin seeds whole PET jar large  400 g
105274 Fennel seed whole PET jar large  290 g
083174 Galangal root ground PET jar large  350 g
074574 Ginger ground PET jar large  425 g
903481 Ginger organic PET jar small  185 g
076281 Juniper berries PET jar small  190 g
076274 Juniper berries PET jar large  310 g
099574 Lemon grass ground PET jar large  325 g
073174 Mace ground PET jar large  425 g
073274 Mace whole PET jar large  165 g
574681 Mirasol chillies PET jar small  200 g
086674 Mustard seed yellow whole PET jar large  715 g 10

088541 Nutmeg ground PP-CO box  1 kg
088574 Nutmeg ground PET jar large  500 g
991981 Nutmeg organic PET jar small  300 g
088674 Nutmeg whole PET jar large  550 g
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Sesame seed

Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens

092541 Paprika powder PP-CO box  1 kg
092581 Paprika powder PET jar small  260 g
092574 Paprika powder PET jar large  500 g
993381 Paprika powder organic PET jar small  300 g
063674 Poppy seed whole PET jar large  600 g
400301 Saffron whole PP-CO box small  5 g
400402 Saffron powder PP-CO bottle small  5 g
821881 Sesame seed black PET jar small  320 g 11

099381 Sesame seed whole PET jar small  310 g 11

099374 Sesame seed whole PET jar large  560 g 11

823281 Smoked paprika powder PET jar small  240 g
809581 Star anise PET jar small  95 g
068174 Turmeric ground PET jar large  525 g
144374 Vanilla beans PET jar large  72 g
574481 Yellow chillies PET jar small  185 g

Saffron

Vegetables
Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens
093141 Dehydrated paprika flakes red PP-CO box  1 kg
080681 Garlic granulated PET jar small  365 g
080674 Garlic granulated PET jar large  675 g
738874 Garlic pieces freeze dried PET jar large  200 g
080541 Garlic powder PP-CO box  1 kg
993481 Garlic powder organic PET jar small  280 g
102601 Onion chips PP-CO bucket  1,5 kg
102174 Onion granulate PET jar large  610 g
102041 Onion powder PP-CO box  1 kg
061481 Salad herbs freeze dried PET jar small  30 g
063974 Salad herbs freeze dried PET jar large  55 g
733374 Shallot freeze dried PET jar large  125 g

Nuts
Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens
095674 Pistachio kernels PET jar large  615 g 8

14
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Whether you want to enrich or 

highlight a flavour, or even add an 

element of contrast to your dish, 

pepper is the perfect spice for the 

job. That’s precisely why quality is  

so important when it comes to 

pepper. Pepper is available in a wide 

range of qualities. At Verstegen, 

only the very finest will do. 

“The most flavourful 
peppers and an amazing 
assortment of salts and 
salt alternatives.”

Pepper white muntok

Pepper & Salt
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White, green and black 
pepper
The most well-known types of pepper 

are green, black and white pepper. 

They all come from the same plant; 

the difference is found in the 

harvesting of the plants. Unlike black 

and green peppercorns, with white 

pepper the berry has been allowed to 

grow and ripen fully. These berries are 

soaked in running water for up to 

twelve days. The skin of each berry is 

then washed off, revealing the pale 

peppercorn within: white pepper. 

Green peppercorns are the unripe 

berries. If you allow a slightly riper 

pepper berry to dry under careful 

conditions, you get black pepper. 

Black pepper is sharper in taste, 

whereas white pepper has a warmer, 

fuller flavour.

The origin of pepper
Did you know that the flavour of 

pepper, just like wine, is determined 

by climatic conditions and soil 

che mistry? The ideal conditions are: 

a tempera ture of 28 °C, a hilly land -

scape and not too much rain. That’s  

why much of the world’s pepper is 

produced in Indonesia, India, Malaysia, 

Brazil and Vietnam. Verstegen’s white 

pepper, for example, comes from 

the island of Bangka near Sumatra. 

It’s interesting to note that white 

pepper is popular mainly in Europe. 

Here it is used primarily for 

seasoning fish dishes and  

light-coloured sauces.

Positive Picking
Various grades of quality exist for 

white pepper. The quality is chiefly 

determined by the number of dark 

peppercorns remaining in the mix. 

Through ‘Positive Picking’, 

Verstegen selects the very finest 

pepper. This means that only those 

berries that meet the strictest 

standards of quality are plucked 

from the harvested mixture for use.

Cacao, Fruit and  
Season Peppers  
Cacao, Fruit and Season Peppers are 

all balanced mixes based on combi-

nations of speciality pepper varieties 

such as Maniguette and Szechuan, but 

with additional special ingredients. 

In the case of Cacao Peppers, that 

ingredient is high-quality cocoa.  

For Fruit Peppers, we have combined 

the peppers with dried pieces of 

quality fruit, and for Season Peppers 

we have used vegetables and Aonori 

or Wakamé seaweed to enhance the 

delicious flavours.

A brief guide to salt
While pepper is a spice, salt is not: 

it’s a mineral. One that has been in 

use since the dawn of civilisation. 

There are various kinds of salt.  

We can divide them into three 

categories – sea salt, rock salt and 

vacuum salt – on the basis of how 

the salt is obtained. Sea salt, as its 

name implies, comes from the sea; 

rock salt and vacuum salt are mined 

from the earth.

Gomasio, the healthy 
flavour enhancer  
from Japan 

Inspired by the desire for products 

containing less salt, we looked at  

the healthiest and longest-living 

popu lation in the world: the Japanese. 

The result? Gomasio, a series of 

products to perfectly flavour your 

dishes, but using less salt. Gomasio 

contains 90% ‘Goma’, Japanese for 

sesame seed, and just 10% ‘Sio’, or 

sea salt, it is proof that healthy food 

can be really tasty too.

Smoked pyramid salt 
traditional danish

Pepper white muntok

Pepper 4 seasons

Gomasio Classic
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Pepper black lampong

Pepper
Classic

Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens

095082 Pepper 4 seasons PET jar small  295 g
095074 Pepper 4 seasons PET jar large  550 g
095049 Pepper 4 seasons Glass grinder  6 x 43 g
093649 Pepper black lampong Glass grinder  6 x 40 g
093374 Pepper black lampong crushed PET jar large  575 g
093574 Pepper black lampong ground PET jar large  475 g
093681 Pepper black lampong whole PET jar small  260 g
093674 Pepper black lampong whole PET jar large  580 g
991281 Pepper black organic PET jar small  240 g
432701 Pepper green in brine Glass jar  210 g
432801 Pepper green in brine Glass jar  850 g
094074 Pepper white muntok crushed PET jar large  625 g
094101 Pepper white muntok ground PP-CO box  1,5 kg
094174 Pepper white muntok ground PET jar large  500 g
093974 Pepper white muntok sandy ground PET jar large  530 g
094281 Pepper white muntok whole PET jar small  330 g
094274 Pepper white muntok whole PET jar large  660 g
936781 Pepper white organic PET jar small  300 g
081374 Peppercorns green PET jar large  140 g
094981 Pink pepper berries PET jar small  140 g

Specialities
Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens

171881 Cacao Pepper Allspice raspberry Grinder  265 g
171381 Cacao Pepper Maniguette aniseed Grinder  275 g
171681 Cacao Pepper Szechuan orange Grinder  195 g
001781 Fruit Pepper Forest fruit Grinder  300 g
001981 Fruit Pepper Lemon Grinder  280 g
821481 Fruit Pepper Orange Grinder  300 g
821581 Fruit Pepper Strawberry lemon Grinder  270 g
814981 Maniguette pepper PET jar small  350 g
117381 Season Pepper Arabiatta Grinder  250 g
117681 Season Pepper Garlic shallot Grinder  230 g
117781 Season Pepper Harissa Grinder  270 g
118081 Season Pepper Seaweed garlic shallot Grinder  175 g
821681 Season Pepper Seaweed lavender Grinder  100 g
821781 Season Pepper Seaweed lemon Grinder  145 g
117281 Season Pepper Wild mushroom Grinder  195 g
816581 Szechuan pepper PET jar small  130 g

Pepper
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Sea salt

Himalayan pink salt coarse

Gomasio Maniguette

Salt
Classic
Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens
321574 Celery salt PET jar large  1200 g 9

280201 Constant pezo PP-CO box  2,5 kg
578082 Sea salt PET jar large  600 g
578074 Sea salt PET jar large  1100 g
937749 Sea salt Glass grinder  6 x 85 g
058574 Tip top favouring salt PET jar large  950 g 9

Specialities
Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens
834881 Himalayan pink salt coarse Grinder  570 g
574781 Inca salt Grinder  570 g
775681 Nordic seasoned salt Grinder  305 g
835681 Persian blue salt Grinder  570 g
835181 Smoked pyramid salt traditional danish Grinder  280 g

Gomasio
Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens
581881 Gomasio Classic PET jar small  285 g 11

582181 Gomasio Curry PET jar small  280 g 9 10 11  
582281 Gomasio Green herbs PET jar small  285 g 9 11

581981 Gomasio Maniguette PET jar small  280 g 11

Salt
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Taste the World

We travel the globe in search of fresh 

inspiration for innovative new food concepts. 

In fact, we were doing this back in 1886 when 

we imported the first herbs and spices into 

the Netherlands. From then on, all the way 

to the present day, the world has remained 

our source of inspiration. It’s inspiration 

that we translate into new global concepts 

and tastes. So that you, in turn, can inspire 

and surprise your own customers as well.

“Discover the flavours 
of the world, straight 
from local cuisines and 
categorised by region.”

Yellow chillies
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World flavours 
Taste the World consists of flavours 

that are synonymous with the local 

tastes of a specific region or a specific 

country. If you’re looking for a global 

flavour, you can easily find what you’re 

after: the Verstegen range can be 

explored per region. Try our Spicemix 

del Mondo and Spice Oil range of 

products.

Spicemix del Mondo is a special 

range of spice mixes which combine 

authenticity with ease of use. The mixes  

have been created so that you can 

easily recreate authentic international 

flavours and dishes easily. The mixes 

are low in salt and can be used in both  

cold and hot dishes. The mixes also 

provide a splash of colour to your meals.

Just a little Verstegen Spice Oil will 

allow you to flavour your dishes. Our 

Spice Oils have all been created using 

high-quality Verstegen ingredients, just 

like you would expect. This ensures 

great flavour transfer in both hot and  

cold dishes. Our Spice Oil offers a  

wealth of options, add a dash of inter-

national allure to your cooking. They 

can be used in anything from rice and 

pasta dishes to soup. They also work 

really well in dressings and pizzas. 

Spicemix oaxaca

Spice Oil Roasted garlic huacatay

Spicemix del Mondo Kaapse kruiden
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Asia
Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens
112606 Bombay curry sauce PP-CO bucket  2,7 lt
194574 Chinese five spices mix PET jar large  425 g
602081 Curry organic PET jar small  255 g 9

020074 Curry powder PET jar large  500 g 9 10

020011 Curry powder PP-CO box  1 kg 9 10

020174 Curry sg madras PET jar large  530 g 9 10

299474 Curry special belgium PET jar large  500 g 1 3 6 9 *

607981 Garam masala PET jar small  250 g
117502 Hong kong sauce HDPE jerrycan  2,5 lt
300702 Ketjap composition PP-CO box  2 kg 6

115703 Ketjap sauce PP-CO bucket  2,7 lt 1 6 9

116103 Lemon coriander sauce PP-CO bucket  2,7 lt
137802 Marinade for satay HDPE jerrycan  2,5 lt 1 6

301003 Mix for bami PP-CO box  2 kg
306503 Mix for indonesian fried rice PP-CO box  2 kg 9 *

317801 Mix tandoori PP-CO box  1,5 kg 6 7

477502 Oriental black pepper sauce PP-CO bucket  2,7 lt 1 6

477002 Oriental spare-rib sauce PP-CO bucket  2,7 lt 1 6

117402 Panggang sauce PP-CO bucket  2,7 lt
305374 Panggang composition PET jar large  775 g
287874 Red curry mix PET jar large  550 g 3 9 *

377602 Satay sauce PP-CO bucket  2,7 lt 1 5 6 7

450702 Satay sauce ready for use PP-CO bucket  2,7 lt 1 5 6 7 *

463010 Spice Oil Curry ginger PP-CO bottle  870 ml
513781 Spicemix del Mondo Massala Grinder  350 g
513774 Spicemix del Mondo Massala PET jar large  675 g
513681 Spicemix del Mondo Takoyaki Grinder  400 g 1 6 11

513674 Spicemix del Mondo Takoyaki PET jar large  750 g 1 6 11

216774 Spicemix for Chicken Japanese PET jar large  700 g 10 *

050574 Spicemix for chinese noodles PET jar large  850 g
056003 Spicemix for indonesian fried rice meat with salt PP-CO box  2 kg 9 *

034501 Spicemix for satay PP-CO box  1,5 kg 9 *

056803 Spicemix for satay with salt PP-CO box  2 kg *

056874 Spicemix for satay with salt PET jar large  810 g *

070174 Spicemix indonesian PET jar large  525 g 9 *

303974 Spicemix japanese with salt PET jar large  750 g 6 11

026174 Spices for indonesian fried rice meat PET jar large  500 g 9 *

140003 Sweet & sour sauce PP-CO bucket  2,7 lt

Africa
Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens
582581 Spicemix del Mondo Kaapse kruiden Grinder  270 g
582574 Spicemix del Mondo Kaapse kruiden PET jar large  550 g
425202 World Grill African sunshine HDPE jerrycan  2,5 lt

Taste the World

World Grill African sunshine
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Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens

608081 Tandoori masala PET jar small  330 g
309874 Tjap tjoi composition PET jar large  780 g 9

125203 Tjap tjoi sauce PP-CO bucket  2,7 lt 1 6 *

606081 Vadouvan PET jar small  275 g 10

115303 Vietnamese sauce PP-CO bucket  2,7 lt
488102 World Grill Ginger lemon & chili HDPE jerrycan  2,5 lt
463002 World Grill Indian mystery HDPE jerrycan  2,5 lt
407902 World Grill Indonesian HDPE jerrycan  2,5 lt
433905 World Grill Japanese flower HDPE jerrycan  2,5 lt 1 6 11 *

433802 World Grill Thai adventure HDPE jerrycan  2,5 lt 9 *

Latin America
Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens
139303 Chili con carne sauce PP-CO bucket  2,7 lt
374102 Chimichurri sauce PP-CO bucket  2,7 lt
130802 Marinade caribisch HDPE jerrycan  2,5 lt
252202 Marinade chimichurri HDPE jerrycan  2,5 lt
301803 Mix for chili con carne PP-CO box  2 kg
060201 Mole oaxaca Bucket small  500 g
060001 Mole puebla Bucket small  500 g
060301 Mole yucatan Bucket small  500 g
589674 Peru causa mixture PET jar large  450 g
462510 Spice Oil Chili paprika PP-CO bottle  870 ml
492910 Spice Oil Roasted garlic huacatay PP-CO bottle  870 ml

Europe
Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens
115203 Gipsy sauce PP-CO bucket  2,7 lt
302501 Mix for goulash PP-CO box  1,5 kg 1 9 *

303002 Mix for hashed meat PP-CO box  1250 g 9 *

115803 Remoulade sauce PP-CO bucket  2,7 lt 3 10

051403 Spicemix for cevapcici with salt PP-CO box  2 kg *

014074 Spicemix for goulash PET jar large  475 g 10

052774 Spicemix for goulash with salt PET jar large  925 g
015574 Spicemix for hashed meat PET jar large  450 g 10

618374 Spicemix for mashed vegetables PET jar large  650 g 1 9

058003 Spicemix for stewing meat with salt PP-CO box  2,5 kg 1

139603 Stroganoff sauce PP-CO bucket  2,7 lt 7 9 *
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Spicemix del Mondo Flamenco

Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens
036210 Spice Oil Smoked paprika jalapeño PP-CO bottle  870 ml
368181 Spicemix del Mondo Chimichurri Grinder  265 g
368174 Spicemix del Mondo Chimichurri PET jar large  500 g
036481 Spicemix del Mondo Guadalajara Grinder  345 g
036474 Spicemix del Mondo Guadalajara PET jar large  660 g
589481 Spicemix del Mondo Peru Grinder  235 g
589474 Spicemix del Mondo Peru PET jar large  450 g
823381 Spicemix jamaican jerk PET jar small  250 g
823781 Spicemix oaxaca PET jar small  300 g
823681 Spicemix puebla PET jar small  300 g
823881 Spicemix yucatan PET jar small  275 g
296574 Steakmix argentina PET jar large  725 g 6 9 *

296674 Steakmix barbados PET jar large  625 g 6 9 *

296874 Steakmix brazil PET jar large  725 g 6 9 11 *

411702 Tropical sauce PP-CO bucket  2,7 lt
462502 World Grill Argentina fire HDPE jerrycan  2,5 lt
848402 World Grill Jamaican jerk HDPE jerrycan  2,5 lt
343602 World Grill Mexican madness HDPE jerrycan  2,5 lt
370102 World Grill Pacific ocean HDPE jerrycan  2,5 lt

Mediterranean
Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens
415502 Balsamic thyme sauce PP-CO bucket  2,7 lt
116802 Burgundy sauce PP-CO bucket  2,7 lt 6 7 9 *

057774 Herbmix for souvlaki PET jar large  660 g 6 9 *

823081 Herbs provencal PET jar small  75 g
135581 Herbs provencal PET jar small  110 g
029781 Herbs provencal with pepper PET jar small  165 g
029774 Herbs provencal with pepper PET jar large  300 g
116702 Italian herb and tomato sauce PP-CO bucket  2,7 lt
601981 Italian herb mix organic PET jar small  300 g
139802 Marinade grill provençaal HDPE jerrycan  2,5 lt 9

315801 Mix complete for paella PP-CO box  1 kg 3 9 *

305502 Mix complete for spaghetti/macaroni PP-CO box  1 kg *

445603 Piri piri sauce PP-CO bucket  2,7 lt
124403 Pizza sauce PP-CO bucket  2,7 lt 9

115903 Ravigote sauce PP-CO bucket  2,7 lt 3 7

450402 Sauce grand veneur PP-CO bucket  2,7 lt 1 6 7 9 #

456803 Seasoned tomato sauce PP-CO bucket  2,7 lt
117002 Sherry cocktail sauce PP-CO bucket  2,7 lt 3 10

462610 Spice Oil Green herbs garlic PP-CO bottle  870 ml
036010 Spice Oil Tomato basil PP-CO bottle  870 ml
821381 Spicemix del Mondo Flamenco Grinder  240 g 1

583074 Spicemix del Mondo Flamenco PET jar large  500 g 1

582781 Spicemix del Mondo La spezia Grinder  160 g
582774 Spicemix del Mondo La spezia PET jar large  300 g
582981 Spicemix del Mondo Mediterrane Grinder  175 g
582974 Spicemix del Mondo Mediterrane PET jar large  300 g
525581 Spicemix del Mondo Piri piri Grinder  380 g
525574 Spicemix del Mondo Piri piri PET jar large  600 g
582881 Spicemix del Mondo Sirtaki Grinder  320 g

Spice Oil Smoked paprika jalapeño
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Spicemix del Mondo Medina

Spice Oil Green herbs garlic

Spice Oil Cumin oregano

Middle East
Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens
822381 Chark el awsat PET jar small  300 g
822081 Chermoula PET jar small  320 g
821981 Gamsa medina PET jar small  280 g
822281 Lahtor PET jar small  300 g
822681 Lhatria fasia PET jar small  200 g
818081 Likama hloa PET jar small  300 g
115503 Orange mint sauce PP-CO bucket  2,7 lt
822481 Ras el hanout PET jar small  260 g
035401 Shoarma spices amsterdam PP-CO box  1,5 kg 6 9 *

035474 Shoarma spices amsterdam PET jar large  650 g 6 9 *

463210 Spice Oil Cumin oregano PP-CO bottle  870 ml
582681 Spicemix del Mondo Medina Grinder  385 g 9

582674 Spicemix del Mondo Medina PET jar large  700 g 9

822181 Spicemix del Mondo Za’atar Grinder  250 g
034901 Spicemix for shoarma PP-CO box  1,5 kg 6 9

034974 Spicemix for shoarma PET jar large  525 g 6 9

433702 World Grill Persian market HDPE jerrycan  2,5 lt
822581 Yedi baharat PET jar small  300 g

Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens
582874 Spicemix del Mondo Sirtaki PET jar large  600 g
823181 Spicemix dordogne PET jar small  150 g
316674 Spicemix dordogne PET jar large  570 g 6

201805 Spicemix for bruschetta olivio PET jar large  500 g 1

215204 Spicemix for bruschetta rosso PET jar large  450 g
201703 Spicemix for bruschetta verde PET jar large  350 g 7

015301 Spicemix for gyros with salt PP-CO box  1,5 kg *

015381 Spicemix for gyros with salt PET jar small  300 g *

015374 Spicemix for gyros with salt PET jar large  600 g *

024981 Spicemix for herb butter PET jar small  290 g
024974 Spicemix for herb butter PET jar large  400 g
028174 Spicemix for pizza PET jar large  475 g 11 *

050101 Spicemix for spaghetti PP-CO box  1,75 kg 1

298874 Spicemix italian PET jar large  550 g 7 *

822981 Spicemix normandy PET jar small  100 g
823481 Spicemix quatre epices PET jar small  275 g
316774 Spicemix tuscany PET jar large  800 g
310103 World Grill Cielo rosso HDPE jerrycan  2,5 lt
462602 World Grill French garden HDPE jerrycan  2,5 lt
463202 World Grill Greek passion HDPE jerrycan  2,5 lt
449802 World Grill Honey mustard HDPE jerrycan  2,5 lt 10

385202 World Grill Méditerrané HDPE jerrycan  2,5 lt
319302 World Grill Moutarda HDPE jerrycan  2,5 lt 10 *

463102 World Grill Piri piri HDPE jerrycan  2,5 lt
121103 World Grill Rosso PP-CO bucket  2,7 lt
434002 World Grill Spanish harbour HDPE jerrycan  2,5 lt
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Accompaniments
Asia
Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens
421202 Atjar tauge PP-CO bucket  2,36 lt 9

111302 Atjar tjampoer PP-CO bucket  2,36 lt 10

133401 Chilli paste PP-CO bucket  5,5 kg
133301 Chilli paste Glass jar  1 pt
080141 Desiccated coconut ground PP-CO box  800 g
128003 Indonesia prawn crackers Box  3 kg 1 2 3

103174 Onion pieces fried PET jar large  340 g 1

128174 Prawn crackers mini indonesia PET jar large  450 g 1 2 3

322274 Roasted and spiced coconut with peanuts PET jar large  525 g 1 5

126302 Sauce ketjap benteng HDPE jerrycan  2,5 lt 4 6

454002 Stem ginger australian Glass jar  1 pt
340503 Vetsin powder (ajinomoto) PP-CO box  2 kg *

Middle East
Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens
377901 Pita bread Box  24 x 5 st 1

Scandinavia
Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens
758674 Nordic rub for fish & poultry PET jar large  450 g 10

758774 Nordic rub for meat PET jar large  400 g
481402 Nordic yellow fjord sauce PP-CO bucket  2,7 lt 3

758581 Spicemix del Mondo Nordic Grinder  180 g 1 9 10 11

758574 Spicemix del Mondo Nordic PET jar large  380 g 1 9 10 11

Spicemix del Mondo Nordic

North America
Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens
288003 Cajun blend PP-CO box  2 kg 6 9 *

130402 Marinade western HDPE jerrycan  2,5 lt
116003 Salsa cajun PP-CO bucket  2,7 lt 7 9 10 *

115403 Salsa tex mex PP-CO bucket  2,7 lt *

116502 Smokey bbq sauce PP-CO bucket  2,7 lt
053081 Spicemix cajun with salt PET jar small  490 g
053074 Spicemix cajun with salt PET jar large  900 g
036803 Spicemix for taco PP-CO box  2 kg 9 *

297181 Spicemix tex mex with salt PET jar small  400 g 6 9

297174 Spicemix tex mex with salt PET jar large  700 g 6 9

290774 Tacomix PET jar large  600 g 6 7 9 *

378102 World Grill Smokey barbecue HDPE jerrycan  2,5 lt
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Mediterranean
Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens
342702 Lasagne white Box  2,5 kg 1 3

North America
Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens
453401 Taco shells Box  80 st
475002 Wraps Box    8 x 18 st 1
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These mixes and oils have been carefully blended so that 

each flavour palate is perfectly suited to its purpose. In this 

group, you’ll find specialised products that can be used for 

a particular method of preparation or a specific ingredient. 

Everything from mixes to marinades and sauces.

Application

“Speciality products,  
used by experts in  
cooking for generations.”

Cumin 
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Spicemixes without 
added salt
Controlling the amount of sodium in  

our diets is increasingly vital. Our spice 

mixes can help you meet your goal 

of a low-salt diet. Each mix contains 

only the purest ingredients, with no 

additives or added salt. The spice 

mixes are based on classic flavour 

combinations and are available in 

eight exciting varieties. These spice 

mixes have been artfully composed 

so that each flavour pallet is perfectly 

suited to its purpose. Spice mixes 

can be used to season your dishes, 

or to give your sauces, gravies and 

marinades a distinct personality that 

will make them stand out.

Sauces
The taste of your dish is determined by  

the interplay of ingredients. That’s why  

we have put together an extensive 

range of sauces for you, which are 

made with high quality herbs and 

spices. We offer dry mixes, traditional 

sauces, and also culinary sauces. 

Sauces that add flavour to your ideas 

where we have already done the mise 

en place for you. 

Water-based marinades 
Our water-based marinades are 

produced from the finest aromatic 

herbs and spices, and deliver the 

ultimate in flavour perfection to meat, 

fish or vegetable dishes. Water-based  

marinades require a longer marinating 

time, resulting in optimum flavour and  

colour penetration. These marinades 

are excellent for frying, roasting, grilling 

or combining with pan juices to create 

delicious sauces.

Pepper sauce

Marinade for spare-rib

Spicemix for chicken
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Marinade for meat

Spicemix for minced meat

World Grill Basic seasalt & lampong pepper

Fish
Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens
140103 Basic sauce for fish PP-CO bucket  2,7 lt 1 2 4 *

059674 Herb Mix for mussels PET jar large  260 g 9

312904 Mix for goujons of fried fish PP-CO box  2 kg 1 6 9 *

051601 Mix for mussels PP-CO box  1,5 kg
059281 Spicemix for fish with salt PET jar small  450 g 1 9 10 *

059274 Spicemix for fish with salt PET jar large  925 g 1 9 10 *

602481 Spicemix for fish with salt organic PET jar small  415 g 1

045081 Spicemix for fish without added salt PET jar small  175 g
045066 Spicemix for fish without added salt Glass jar small  6 x 32 g

Grill & BBQ
Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens
014601 Grill spices PP-CO box  1,5 kg 9

053103 Grill spices with salt PP-CO box  2 kg 9

053181 Grill spices with salt PET jar small  425 g 9

053174 Grill spices with salt PET jar large  850 g 9

138302 Marinade barbecue HDPE jerrycan  2,5 lt 1 6 10

306074 Marinademix with salt PET jar large  650 g 6 9

001674 Spicemix for barbecue with salt PET jar large  900 g
306001 Spicemix for marinade with salt PP-CO box  1,5 kg 6 9

057074 Spices for shaslick with salt PET jar large  635 g 9 *

350802 World Grill Basic seasalt & lampong pepper HDPE jerrycan  2,5 lt
407502 World Grill Lemon & green pepper HDPE jerrycan  2,5 lt

Meat
Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens
304502 Croquettemix vero PP-CO box  1250 g 6 9 *

137302 Marinade for meat HDPE jerrycan  2,5 lt 1 6 10  
131702 Marinade for sparerib HDPE jerrycan  2,5 lt 1 6 10

285503 Mix for hamburger PP-CO box  1250 g 1

284103 Mix for hamburger 30 PP-CO box  2 kg 9 *

286003 Mix for hamburger special PP-CO box  1250 g 1  
301574 Mix for pork chop with salt PET jar large  850 g 1 *  
056774 Mixture for beef with salt PET jar large  875 g
044581 Spicemix for beef without added salt PET jar small  210 g

Application
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Pineapple chilli sauce

Spicemix for pork

Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens
044566 Spicemix for beef without added salt Glass jar small  6 x 40 g
043174 Spicemix for game PET jar large  350 g
059574 Spicemix for game with salt PET jar large  750 g
054874 Spicemix for lamb with salt PET jar large  625 g 9  
044981 Spicemix for lamb without added salt PET jar small  165 g
042002 Spicemix for meat PP-CO box  1,250 g
059474 Spicemix for meat with salt PET jar large  950 g
058774 Spicemix for pork with salt PET jar large  950 g
044781 Spicemix for pork without added salt PET jar small  225 g
044766 Spicemix for pork without added salt Glass jar small  6 x 48 g
254501 Spicemix for sparerib PP-CO box  1,5 kg *

051574 Spicemix for steak with salt PET jar large  800 g 1 9

044681 Spicemix for veal without added salt PET jar small  190 g

Minced meat
Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens
284503 Mix for minced meat PP-CO box  1,5 kg 1

011502 Spicemix for minced meat PP-CO box  1,25 kg
052574 Spicemix for minced meat with salt PET jar large  950 g 10 *

Poultry
Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens
137402 Marinade for chicken HDPE jerrycan  2,5 lt 1 6 9 10

020501 Spicemix for chicken PP-CO box  1,5 kg 9 *

054503 Spicemix for chicken with salt PP-CO box  2 kg 9  
054581 Spicemix for chicken with salt PET jar small  430 g 9  
054574 Spicemix for chicken with salt PET jar large  870 g 9  
490081 Spicemix for chicken with salt organic PET jar small  480 g
044881 Spicemix for chicken without added salt PET jar small  230 g
044866 Spicemix for chicken without added salt Glass jar small 6 x 42 g
449602 World Grill Chicken classic HDPE jerrycan  2,5 lt

Sauces
Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens
435722 Bearnaise PP-CO bottle 6 x 875 ml 1 3 7 9 *

435708 Bearnaise sauce Stick      3 x 1 lt 1 3 7 9 *

435709 Bearnaise sauce Stick 6 x 250 ml 1 3 7 9 *

428206 Curry sauce Stick      3 x 1 lt 1 3 6 7 9 *

428207 Curry sauce Stick 6 x 250 ml 2 3 6 7 9 *

115003 Garlic sauce extra PP-CO bucket  2,7 lt 3 *
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Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens
304003 Gravy powder vero PP-CO box  2 kg 1 6 7 9 *

437822 Hollandaise PP-CO bottle 6 x 875 ml 1 3 7 9 *

437808 Hollandaise sauce Stick      3 x 1 lt 1 3 7 9 *

437809 Hollandaise sauce Stick 6 x 250 ml 1 3 7 9 *

303602 Honey mustard sauce PP-CO bucket  2,7 lt 7 10

307401 Mélange for sauce chasseur (chase sauce) PP-CO box  1,5 kg 1 7 *

302401 Mix for cream sauce PP-CO box  1,5 kg 1 6 7 9 *

307803 Mix for espagnol sauce PP-CO box  2 kg 1 6 7 *

304802 Mushroom sauce PP-CO bucket  2,7 lt 1 7

399701 Mushroom sauce PP-CO bucket  2,7 lt 1 6 7

428105 Nantua sauce Stick      3 x 1 lt 1 2 7 9 *

451902 Onion & sweet chili sauce PP-CO bucket  2,7 lt
428322 Pepper PP-CO bottle 6 x 875 ml 1 6 7 11 *

428307 Pepper sauce Stick      3 x 1 lt 1 6 7 9 *

428308 Pepper sauce Stick 6 x 250 ml 1 6 7 10 *

409103 Pineapple chilli sauce PP-CO bucket  2,7 lt 6 *

437406 White wine PP-CO bottle 6 x 875 ml 3 7 10 #

393902 Worcester sauce HDPE jerrycan  2,5 lt 1 6 10

116902 Yoghurt garlic sauce PP-CO bucket  2,7 lt 7

Vegetables
Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens
045181 Spicemix for potato without added salt PET jar small  270 g
045166 Spicemix for potato without added salt Glass jar small   6 x 40 g
045266 Spicemix for vegetables without added salt Glass jar small   6 x 38 g
045281 Spicemix for vegetables without added salt PET jar small  230 g

Other

Bread & pastry
Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens
036574 Mixture for spiced cookies PET jar large  430 g

Crumbs
Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens
140701 Batter PP-CO box  1,5 kg 1 3 7 *

401904 Batter nr 6 PP-CO box  3,5 kg 1 6 7

316503 Battermix crispy PP-CO bucket  3 kg 1 6 7

375502 Breadcrumbs plain PP-CO bucket  2,5 kg 1

Soup & ragout
Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens
175501 Bouillon for beef PP-CO box  1 kg
426002 High quality meat stock PP-CO box  2 kg 9 *

307501 Mix for ragout PP-CO box  1,5 kg 1 6 7 *

Spicemix for vegetables
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Meat products
Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens
583774 Combisteamermix PET jar large  800 g 1 6 9 *

056674 Mixture for roastbeef with salt PET jar large  1150 g *

Additives
Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens
064574 Arrow root PET jar large  500 g
305474 Bacon flavour powder PET jar large  725 g 6 *

343901 Citric acid powder PP-CO box  1 kg
429001 Gelatin powder I Box  1 kg
068001 Lemon zest PP-CO box  500 g 12

344005 Nitrite salt PP-CO bucket  5 kg
360001 Paprika liquid HDPE jerrycan  1 kg
360874 Romea PET jar large  1125 g
361602 Smoke condensate zesti vero HDPE jerrycan  2,5 lt
317674 Sous vide mixture brown vero PET jar large  600 g 9 * #

363003 Vanilla sugar PP-CO box  1,5 kg
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Welcome to Asian cuisine, the cuisine that centres on the richness of  

flavours, aromas, colours and experience. It is one of the most flavoursome 

and colourful cuisines in the world, and generally speaking, the dishes are 

rich in plant-based nutrition and contain little fat, whilst incorporating lots  

of fruit and vegetables.

We offer an extensive range of Asian products 

for the professional kitchen. Our Kumar’s 

branded curry, bumbu and wokpastes are pre-

pared using only the finest quality fresh herbs 

and spices. The use of these fresh ingre dients 

such as galangal, coriander, curry leaves and 

chilli, teamed with traditional production 

methods, offer the essential characteristics that 

mark the original taste of south Asian cuisine.

Curries and bumbus

Curry connoisseurs will immediately recognise 

and appreciate the authentic taste and balance  

of complex flavours, and rest assured that with 

the Kumar’s range you are adding true Asian 

flavour and passion to your dishes.

Wokpaste

Kumar’s wokpaste are based on herbs and 

spices and aromatise the individual ingredients 

without covering up their original tastes. The 

vegetables stay fresh and crispy. The sauces 

allure with their scent and their complex blend 

of aromas. Here in particular you can see how  

diverse the “Kumar Products” range is. Chinese 

hoisin sauce, Japanese teriyaki sauce or sweet 

and sour sauce wok pastes create desirable 

flavour profiles, which can be used in many 

ways. Vegetarian, fish, poultry or meat:  

You have the choice.
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Kumar’s curries and bumbus  
Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens
517626 Kumar's Babi ketjap Bucket small  500 g 6

517826 Kumar's Bessengek Bucket small  500 g 2 3 7 12  
513926 Kumar's Bumbu bali Bucket small  500 g 1 2 3 6

517226 Kumar's Butter chicken Bucket small  500 g 7 8

514626 Kumar's Green curry Bucket small  500 g 2 4 7

516526 Kumar's Red curry Bucket small  500 g 2 4 7

515826 Kumar's Rendang Bucket small  500 g 7

476426 Kumar's Tandoori Bucket small  500 g 7

517926 Kumar's Tikka massala Bucket small  500 g 7 8

517026 Kumar's Vindaloo Bucket small  500 g 10

Kumar’s wokpaste
Article No Article Packaging Contents Allergens
002326 Wokpaste Bali PP-CO bottle  870 ml 1 2 6

836826 Wokpaste Hoisin PP-CO bottle  870 ml 1 6 11

018526 Wokpaste Sweet & sour PP-CO bottle  870 ml 1 6 12

018826 Wokpaste Szechuan PP-CO bottle  870 ml 1 6 11 12

018426 Wokpaste Teriyaki PP-CO bottle  870 ml 1 6 11

015826 Wokpaste Vietnam PP-CO bottle  870 ml 1 4 6
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Ordering

Your wholesaler Directly via the website 
www.verstegen.co.uk

By telephone order 
01206 250200

Where can you buy 
or order our products?

Does your wholesaler 
stock the product item 

you require? Do you have questions 
about the use of 

our products or would you 
like more information 

about a product?

Verstegen-contact

If so, please contact us via:
- Telephone: 01206 250200
- Email: info@verstegen.co.uk
- Website: www.verstegen.co.uk 
- Twitter: @Verstegen_Chef

www.verstegen.co.uk
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your passion for taste
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your passion for taste
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Would you like to share your passion for taste with us?
We look forward to hearing from you: 

01206 250200.
Basil

Verstegen Spices and Sauces UK Ltd. Plough Road, Great Bentley, Essex, CO7 8LA, United Kingdom, 
Telephone: +44 (0) 1206 250200, E-mail: info@verstegen.co.uk, www.verstegen.eu


